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Abstract
The goal of this work is to suggest a new hybrid algorithm to solve integer programming by incorporating
the bat algorithm with direct search methods. The suggested algorithm is named hybrid bat direct search
algorithm (HBDS). In HBDS, the global diversification and the local intensification process are balanced.
The bat algorithm has a good capability to make intensification and diversification search. The intensification
ability of the suggested algorithm is increased by employing the pattern search method as a local search
method instead of the random walk method in the classic bat algorithm. In the final stage of the algorithm,
the Nelder-Mead method is used to improve the best found solution from the bat and pattern search method
instead of running the algorithm more iterations without any enhancements in the fitness function value. The
performance of the HBDS algorithm is examined on 7 integer programming problems and compared to 10
benchmark algorithms for solving integer programming problems. The computational results show that HBDS
is a promising algorithm and outperforms the other algorithms in most cases.
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Introduction
Integer programming (IP) appear closely in every
research area in applied operations research and mathematical programming. Variety of many real life applications for IP problems such as, scheduling problem, VLSI
(very large scale integration) circuits design problems,
engineering design problems, warehouse location problem, robot path planning problems, [1-3] can be formulated as IP problems.
On one hand, traditional integer programming methods such as dynamic programming or branch and bound
have high computational cost, because they examine a
search tree that has hundreds or more nodes when large
scale real-life problems are considered. On the other
hand, heuristic and metaheuritsic methods can be applied for solving integer programming problems. Swarm
intelligence (SI) algorithms are novel meta-heuristics algorithms, which find their inspiration from the behavior
of a group of social organisms. These algorithms are used

to solve global optimization problems and their applications such as ant colony optimization (ACO) [4,5] artificial bee colony [6] particle swarm optimization (PSO)
[7-9], bacterial foraging [10], bat algorithm [11,12], bee
colony optimization (BCO) [13], wolf search [14], cat
swarm [15], Cuckoo search [16], firefly algorithm [17],
fish swarm/school [18], etc.
These algorithms have been commonly adopted to
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solve unconstrained and constrained optimization problems and their applications, nevertheless there are not
many SI algorithms used to solve integer programming
problems [19-22]. There are some efforts to use some of
meta-heuristics algorithms to solve integer programming problems such as social spider optimization [23],
gravitational search algorithm [20], particle swarm optimization algorithm [7,24], firefly algorithm [25,26],
cuckoo search algorithm [27-29], artificial bee colony
algorithm [30-32], ant colony algorithm [33], and simulated annealing [19].
Bat algorithm (BA) is a recent population based algorithm inspired from the echolocation behavior of
the microbats [12]. BA is capable to balance the global
diversification and the local intensification during the
search process. Because of the powerful performance of
the BA, it has been used by many researchers to solve
diverse applications, for example, Lin, et al. [34] used parameter estimation in dynamic biological systems using
a chaotic bat algorithm by integrating Levy flights and
chaotic maps. Zhang and Wang [35] improved the diversity of solutions by using the mutation with bat algorithm for image matching. Yang [36] applied BA to solve
multi-objective optimization and benchmark engineering problems. Komarasamy and Wahi [37] integrated
K-means and bat algorithm (KMBA) for efficient clustering. Nakamura, et al. [38] developed a discrete version
of bat algorithm to solve classifications and feature selection problems. Xie, et al. [39] presented a variant of bat
algorithm integrating Levy flights and differential operator to solve function optimization problems. In addition,
Wang and Guo [40] integrated harmony search with bat
algorithm and generated a hybrid bat algorithm for numerical optimization of function benchmarks.
The purpose of this paper is to avoid the slow convergence of the BA and avoid trapping in local minima. In
order to solve these two issues, we suggest a new hybrid
bat algorithm with direct search methods to solve integer
programming problems [41]. The suggested algorithm is
named hybrid bat direct search algorithm (HBDS). In
HBDS, the pattern search is employed as a local search
method to exploit the search around the best found solution at each iteration and in the final stage of the algorithm, the Nelder-Mead method is called to enhance the
best obtained solution from the bat and pattern search
method. Using the Nelder-Mead method can hasten the
search and evade running the algorithm with more iterations without any enhancements in the results.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 4, the integer programming problems and the applied direct search methods, the classic BA are described.
In Section 5, the main concepts of the suggested HBDS
algorithm are given. The numerical experimental and reAli and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

sults are shown in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion and
future work are presented in Section 7.

Definition of the Problems and an Overview
of the Applied Algorithms
In this section and its subsections, the definitions of
the integer programming problems are presented and an
overview of the BA and the pattern search method is given as follows.

The integer programming problem definition
An integer programming problem is a mathematical
optimization problem in which all of the variables are
restricted to be integers. The unconstrained integer programming problem can be defined as follows.

min f ( x), x ∈ S ⊆  n ,		

(1)

Where  is the set of integer variables, S is a not
necessarily bounded set.

Pattern search method
The authors in [42] introduced the pattern search
method (PS). Pattern search method is an applied direct
search method to solve a global optimization problems.
In direct search method, there is no need for any information about the gradient of the objective function to
solve optimization problem. PS method has two type of
moves, the exploratory moves and the pattern moves.
In the exploratory moves a coordinate search is used
around a chosen solution with a step length of ∆ in Algorithm 1. The exploratory move is considered successful if
the function value of the new solution is better than the
current solution. Otherwise, the step length is reduced.
If the exploratory move is successful, then the pattern
search is used in order to produce the iterate solution.
If the iterate solution is better than the current solution,
then exploratory move is used on the iterate solution and
the iterate solution is accepted as a new solution. Otherwise, if the exploratory move is unsuccessful, the pattern
move is rejected and the step length ∆ is decreased. The
operation is repeated until stopping criteria are satisfied.
The algorithm of Hook and Jeeves (HJ) pattern search
and the main steps of it are outlined in Algorithm 2. The
parameters in Algorithms 1, 2 are outlined in Table 1.

A Nelder-Mead method
The main steps of the Nelder-Mead (NM) algorithm
Table 1: The parameters of the pattern search algorithm.
Parameter
∆0
d
σ
m
ε

Definition
Initial mesh size
Variable mesh size
Reduction factor of mesh size
Pattern search repetition number
Tolerance
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[43] in two dimensions is presented as follows. There are
four scalar parameters that represent the main parameters of the NM algorithm such as: Coefficients of reflection ρ, expansion χ, contraction τ, and shrinkage Table 1.

rameter ε
2. Set k = 1 {Parameter setting}
3. Set the starting base point xk-1{Initial solution}

Algorithm 1: Exploratory search

4. repeat

INPUT: Get the values of x0, k, ∆0, d

5. Perform exploratory search as shown in Algorithm 1

OUTPUT: New base point xk

6. if exploratory move success then

1. Set i = 1

7. Go to 16

2. Set k = 1

8. else

3. repeat

9. if || ∆ || < , then

k
k -1
k -1
4. Set xi = xi + ∆ k -1 xi

10. Stop the search and the current point is x*

( )

k
k -1
5. if f ( xi ) < f xi
then

6. Set xik +1 = xik
7. end if
8. Set i = i + 1
9. Set k = k + 1
10. until i > d
ϕ where ρ > 0, χ > 1, 0 < τ < 1, and 0 < ϕ < 1. The main
steps of the NM algorithm are shown in Algorithm 3.

Overview of the Bat algorithm
In this section, an overview of the main concepts and
structure of the BA is given.
Main concepts: Bat algorithm (BA) is a population
based metaheuristic algorithm, was developed by XinShe Yang in 2010 [12]. BA is based on the echolocation
of microbats, which use a type of sonar (echolocation)
to detect prey and avoid obstacles in the dark. The main
advantage of the BA is that it can provide a fast convergence at a very initial stage by switching from diversification to intensification, however, switching from diversification to intensification quickly may lead to stagnation
after some initial stage.
The rules of the BA: Based on the bat characteristics,
Xin-She Yang developed the bat algorithm with the following rules.
•
All bats can distinguish between pray and barriers/obstacles by using echolocation to sense distance.
Algorithm 2: The basic pattern search algorithm.
INPUT: Get the values of x.
OUTPUT: Best solution x*.
1. Set the values of the initial values of the mesh size Δ0,
reduction factor of mesh size σ and termination paAli and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

11. else
12. Set Δk = σ Δk-1 {Incremental change reduction}
13. Go to 5
14. end if
15. end if
16. Perform pattern move, where

(x

x kp +1 = x k +

k

- x k −1 )

17. Perform exploratory move with xp as the base point
18. Set xk+1 equal to the output result exploratory move
k +1
k
19. if f ( x p ) < f ( x ) then

20. Set xk-1 = xk
21. Set xk = xk+1 {New base point}
22. Go to 16
23. else
24. Go to 9 {The pattern move fails}
25. end if
26. Set k = k + 1
27. until k > m
Algorithm 3: The Nelder-Mead Algorithm.
1. Let xi denote the list of vertices in the current
simplex, i = 1, . . . , n + 1.
2. Order. Order and re-label the n + 1 vertices
from lowest function value f(x1) to highest function value
f(xn+1) so that f(x1) ≤ f(x2) ≤ . . . ≤ f(xn+1).
3.

Reflection. Compute the reflected point xr by

(

)

xr = x + ρ x - x( n +1) , where x is the centroid of
the n best points,

x = ∑(xi / n), i = 1, . . . , n.
if f(x1) ≤ f(xr) < f(xn) then
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Replace xn+1 with the reflected point xr and go to Step 7.
end if
4.

Expansion.

if f(xr) < f(x1) then
Compute the expanded point xe by xe = x + χ (xr - x )
end if
if f(xe) < f(xr) then
Replace xn+1 with xe and go to Step 7.
else
Replace xn+1 with xr and go to Step 7.
end if
5.

Contraction.

if f(xn) ≤ f(xr) < f(xn+1) then

Calculate xoc = x + τ ( xr - x ) {Outside contract}
end if
if f(xoc) ≤ f(xr) then
Replace xn+1 with xoc and go to Step 7.
else
Go to Step 6.
end if
if f(xr) ≥ f(xn+1) then

Calculate xic = x + τ ( xn +1 - x ) . {Inside contract}

end if
if f(xic) ≤ f(xn+1) then
Replace xn+1 with xic and go to Step 7.
else
Go to Step 6.
end if
6.

Shrink. Evaluate the n new vertices

x′ = x1 + ϕ(xi - x1), i = 2, . . . , n + 1.
Replace the vertices x2, . . . , xn+1 with the new vertices

x2′ ,..., xn′ +1.

7. Stopping Condition. Order and re-label the
vertices of the new simplex as x1, x2, . . . , xn+1 such that
f(x1) ≤ f(x2) ≤ . . . ≤ f(xn+1)
if f(xn+1) - f(x1) < ε then
Stop, where ε > 0 is a small predetermined tolerance.
else
Go to Step 3.
Ali and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

end if
•
Each bat randomly moves with velocity vi at a
position xi with a frequency fmin varying loudens A0 and
pulse emission rate r.
•
Assume that the loudness varies from a large value A0 to a minimum value Amin.
Bat movement: The BA is a population based method, where the population size consists of bats (solutions).
Each bat (solution) in the population is randomly moving with velocity vi and a location xi. Also each bat is randomly assigned a frequency drawn uniformly from [fmin,
fmax]. The position of each bat in the population is updated as shown in the following equations.
fi = fmin + (fmax - fmin)β		

		

(2)

vit = vti −1 + ( xit −1 - x* ) fi , 			

(3)

xit = xit −1 + vit , 				

(4)

Where β ∈ [0, 1] is a random vector drawn from a
uniform distribution.

Variation of loudness and pulse emission rates:
The loudness Ai and the pulse rate emission ri are very
important to let the algorithm switch between diversification and intensification process. When the bat has
found its pray, the loudness decreases and the rate of
pulse emission increases. The BA starts with an initial
value of the loudness A0 and the rate of pulse emission r0,
then these values are updated as shown in the following
equations.

Ai(t +1) = α Ai(t )

			

ri( ) = ri( ) [1 - exp ( -γ t )]
t

0

		

(5)
(6)

Where α ∈ [0, 1] and γ > 0 are constant, the parameter
plays a similar role as the cooling factor in the simulated
annealing algorithm.
Bat algorithm: The main steps of the classic bat algorithm are shown in Algorithm 4 and can be summarized
in the following steps.
Step 1: The algorithm starts by setting the initial values of its parameters and setting zero to the main iteration counter. (Lines 1-2)
Step 2: The initial population is randomly generated
by generating the initial position x0 and the initial velocity v0 for each bat (solution) in the population. The initial
frequency fi is assigned to each solution in the population, where f is randomly generated from [fmin, fmax]. The
initial population is evaluated by calculating the objective
function for each solution via the initial population f(x0),
the values of pulse rate ri and initial loudness Ai where r
ISSN: 2643-6000 | • Page 49 •
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∈ [0, 1] and Ai varies from a large A0 to Amin. (Lines 3-9)

Step 3: The new population is generated by adjusting
the position xi and the velocity vi for each solution in the
population as in (2), (3), and (4). (Lines 12-13)
Step 4: The new population is evaluated by calculating the objective function for each solution and the best
solution x* is selected from the population. (Lines 14-15)
Step 5: The local search method is applied in order
to refine the best found solution at each iteration. (Lines
16-19)

Step 6: The new solution is accepted with some proximity depending on parameter Ai, increasing the rate of
pulse emission and decreasing the loudness. The values
of Ai and ri are updated as in (5) and (6).
Step 7: The new population is evaluated, and the best
solution is selected from the population. The operations
are repeated until termination criteria are satisfied and
the overall best solution is produced. (Lines 25-28)

The Suggested HBDS Algorithm
The main steps of the suggested HBDS algorithm are
given in Algorithm 5 and the description of the suggested algorithm can be summarized as follows.
Algorithm 4: The bat algorithm
1. Set the initial values of the minimum frequency fmin,
maximum frequency fmax, population size P, the loudness
constant α, the rate of pulse emission constant γ, the initial loudens A0, the minimum loudness Amin, the initial
rate of pulse emission r0 and the maximum number of
iterations Maxitr. {Parameters initialization}
2. Set t = 0. {Counter initialization}
3. for (i = 1; i < P ; i++) do
4. Generate the initial bat population xit randomly.
5. Generate the initial bat velocities vit randomly.
t
i

6. Assign the initial frequency fi to each x .
7. Evaluate the initial population by calculating the objective function f ( xit ) for each solution in the population.
8. Set the initial values of the pulse rates ri and loudness Ai. {Population initialization}
9. end for
10. repeat
11. t = t + 1
12. Generate new bat solutions xit by adjusting frequency as in (4).
13. Update the bat velocities vit as in (2) and (3).
14. Evaluate the new population by calculating the
objective function f ( xit ) for each solution in the popAli and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

ulation.
15. Select the best solution x* from the population.
16. if rand > ri then
17. Select a solution among the best solutions.
18. Generate a local search solution around the selected best solution.
19. end if
20. Generate a random new solution.

(

( ) ) then

t
*
21. if rand < Ai & f xi < f x

22. Accept the new solutions.
23. Increase the rate of pulse emission ri and reduce
the loudness A0.
24. end if
25. Evaluate the new population by calculating the
objective function f ( xit ) for each solution in the population.
26. Rank the population and select the best solution x*
from the population.
27. until (t > Maxitr) {Termination criteria are satisfied}
28. Produce the best solution.
Algorithm 5: The HBDS algorithm
1. Set the initial values of the minimum frequency fmin,
the minimum loudens Amin, the rate of pulse emission
constant γ, maximum frequency fmax, the initial loudens
A0, population size P , the loudness constant α, the maximum number of iterations Maxitr. and the initial rate of
pulse emission r0. {Parameters initialization}
2. Set t = 0. {Counter initialization}
3. for (i = 1; i < P ; i++) do
4. Generate the initial bat population xit randomly.
5. Generate the initial bat velocities vit randomly.
6. Designate the initial frequency fi to each xit .
7. Evaluate the initial population by calculating the objective function f ( xit ) for each solution in the population.
8. Set the initial values of the pulse rates ri and loudness Ai. {Population initialization}
9. end for
10. repeat
11. t = t + 1.
12. Generate new bat solutions xit by adjusting frequency as in (2), (3) and (4).
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13. Update the bat velocities vi as in (3).

14. Calculate the new population by calculating the
objective function f ( xit ) for each solution in the population.
15. Choose the best solution x* from the population.
16. if (rand > ri) then
17. Choose a solution among the best solutions.
18. Use the pattern search method in Algorithm 2 on
the best solution from the best solutions list. {exploitation process}
19. end if

ber of iterations Maxitr and the initial iteration counter
are set to their initial values. (Lines 1-2)
Step 2: The initial population is randomly generated
by generating the initial position x0 and the initial velocity v0 for each bat (solution) in the population. The initial
frequency f i 0 is assigned to each solution in the population. The initial population is evaluated by calculating
the objective function for each solution via the initial
population f ( xi0 ) and the values of pulse rate ri and initial loudness Ai. (Lines 3-9)
Step 3: The new population is generated by adjusting
the position xi and the velocity vi for each solution in the
population as in (2), (3) and (4). (Lines 12-13)
Step 4: The new population is determined by evaluating the objective function for each solution and the best
solution x* is selected from the population. (Lines 14-15)

20. Generate a random new solution.
21. if (rand < Ai ) & f ( xit < f ( x* )) then
22. Accept the new solutions
23. Reduce the loudness A0 and increase the rate of
pulse emission ri and as in (5) and (6).
24. end if
25. Calculate the new population by evaluating the
objective function f ( x0t ) for each solution in the population.
26. Rank the population and choose the best solution
x* from the population.
27. until (t > Maxitr) {Stopping criteria are satisfied.}
28. Employ Nelder-Mead method on the best solutions, Nelite, as shown in Algorithm 3.{Final intensification}
Step 1: The parameters of the minimum frequency fmin, maximum frequency fmax, population size P, the
loudness constant α, the rate of pulse emission constant
γ, the initial loudness A0, the minimum loudness Amin,
the initial rate of pulse emission r0, the maximum num-

Step 5: The pattern search method is considered as a
local search method and used in Algorithm 2 in order to
improve the best found solution at each iteration. (Lines
16-19)
Step 6: The new solution is accepted with some proximity depending on parameter Ai, increasing the rate of
pulse emission and decreasing the loudness as in (5) and
(6). (Lines 21-24)
Step 7: The new population is calculated, and the best
solution is chosen from the population. The operations
are repeated until stopping criteria are satisfied.
Step 8: The Nelder-Mead method is used on the best
found solution in the previous stage as a final intensification process in order to speed up the search and avoid
running the algorithm with more iterations without any
enhancement. (Line 28)

Numerical Experiments
In this section, the efficiency of the HBDS algorithm

Table 2: Parameter setting.
Parameter
P
fmin
fmax
A0
r0
α
γ
ε
m
∆0
σ
m
Maxitr
Nelite

Definitions
Population size
Minimum frequency
Maximum frequency
The initial loudness
The initial pulse rate
The loudness constant
The rate of pulse emission constant
Step size for checking for decent directions
Local PS repetition number
Initial mesh size
Reduction factor of mesh size
Local PS repetition number
Maximum iterations number
Number of best solution for final intensification

Ali and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

Values
20
0
5
1
0.5
0.9
0.9
10-3
5
(Ui - Li)/3
0.01
5
2d
1
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is determined by giving its general performance on various benchmark functions and comparing the results of
the suggested algorithm with different algorithms. In the
following subsections, the parameters setting of the suggested algorithm and the properties of the applied test
functions are outlined. Also, the performance analysis
of the suggested algorithm is given with the comparative
results between for other algorithms (Table 2).

Parameter setting
The parameters of the HBDS algorithm have been
outlined with their designated values in Table 2. Note
that the parameters values are based on the common setting in the literature.
Population size P: The experimental tests show that
the best population size is P = 20, increasing this number
will not improve the results, but the evaluation function
values will increase.
Frequency parameter f: Bat movement relies on the
value of the frequency parameter f. In HBDS algorithm,
the quality of the solution is associated to the value of f
parameter. The experimental tests show that the minimum value of f is fmin = 0 and the best maximum value
of f is fmax = 5.
Loudness parameters A, α: Loudness parameter A is
one of the most essential parameters in the BA. The acceptance of the new generated solutions is based on the
value of A. The α parameter plays a comparable role as the
cooling factor in the simulated annealing algorithm. The
initial value of A is set to 1 and the value of α is set to 0.9.

Pulse emission rate r: The value of the rate of pulse
emission parameter r is very important to apply the local
search method in the algorithm. The experimental tests
show that the best value of r is 0.9 and the rate of pulse
emission constant is γ = 0.9.
Pattern search parameters: HBDS uses PS as a local search method in order to enhance the best obtained
solution from the BA at each iteration. In PS the mesh
size is initialized as ∆0, in our experiments ∆0 = (Ui - Li)/3
and when no enhancement accomplished in the diversification search process, the mesh size is deducted by
using reduction factor σ. The experimental results show
that the best value of σ is 0.01. The PS steps are repeated
m times, in order to enhance the intensification process
of the algorithm. In our experiment m = 5 as a pattern
search iteration number (Table 3).
Stopping condition parameters: HBDS stops the
search when the number of iterations reaches to the desired maximum number of iterations or any other termination relying on the comparison with other algorithms.
In our experiment, the value of the maximum number
Table 3: The properties of the Integer programming test functions.
Function
FI1
FI2
FI3
FI4
FI5
FI6
FI7

Dimension(d)
5
5
5
2
4
2
2

Bound
[-100 100]
[-100 100]
[-100 100]
[-100 100]
[-100 100]
[-100 100]
[-100 100]

Optimal
0
0
-737
0
0
-6
-3833.12

Table 4: Integer programming optimization test problems.
Test problem
Problem 1 [51]

Problem definition
FI1(x) =

Problem 2 [51]
FI2(x) =

|| x ||1= | x1 | + ... + | xn |
 x1 
 
xT x = [ x1 ... xn ]  
 xn 

Problem 3 [52]

FI3(x) = [15 27 361812] x +

Problem 4 [52]

xT

35 -20 -10 32 -10 
-20 40 -6 -31 32 


-10 -6 11 -6 -10 


32 -32 -6 38 -20 
-10 32 -10 -20 31 

x

2
2
2
2
2
FI4(x) = (9 x1 + 2 x2 − 11) + (3 x1 + 4 x2 − 7)

Problem 5 [52]

FI5(x) = ( x1 + 10 x2 ) + 5( x3 − x4 ) + ( x2 − 2 x3 ) + 10 ( x1 − x4 )

Problem 6 [53]

FI6(x) = 2 x1 + 3 x2 + 4 x1 x2 − 6 x1 − 3 x2

Problem 7 [52]

2

2

2

4

4

2

2
2
FI7(x) = −3803.84 − 138.08 x1 − 232.92 x2 + 123.08 x1 + 203.64 x2 + 182.25 x1 x2
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of iteration Maxitr = 2d, where d is the dimension of the
problems.
Final intensification: The best obtained solutions
from the BA and the pattern search method are recorded in a list in order to use the Nelder-Mead method on
them, the number of the solutions in this list is called
Nelit, in order to evade increasing the value of the function evaluation value, Nelit = 1.

Integer programming optimization test problems
The efficiency of the HBDS algorithm has been examined on 7 benchmark integer programming problems
(FI1 - FI7). The properties of the benchmark functions
(the global optimal of each problem, function number,
problem bound, and dimension of the problem) are outlined in Table 3 and the functions with their definitions
are presented in Table 4 as follows.

Figure 1: The efficiency of the suggested HBDS algorithm on integer programming problems.

Figure 2: The performance of HBDS algorithm on integer programming problems.
Ali and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59
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Comparison of HBDS without NM and HBDS
with NM
The classic BA is compared with the suggested HBDS
algorithm without applying the final intensification process (Nelder-Mead method) to verify the efficiency of the
suggested HBDS. The values of the parameters are designated the same for both algorithms in order to have a
fair comparison. The functions FI1, FI2 and FI3 have been
chosen to show the efficiency of the suggested algorithm
by plotting the values of function values versus the number of iterations as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the
solid line alludes to the suggested HBDS results, while
the dotted line alludes to the classic bat results after 50
iterations. Figure 1 shows that the function values rapidly reduce as the number of iterations expands for HBDS
results than those of the classic BA. From Figure 1, it can
be deduced that the incorporation between the classic
BA with pattern search method can enhance the performance of the classic BA and speed the convergence of the
suggested algorithm (Table 4).
The general performance of the suggested algorithm
on the integer programming problems has been investigated by plotting the values of function values versus
the number of iterations as shown in Figure 2 for four
test functions FI4, FI5, FI6 and FI7. The results in Figure
2 are the results of the suggested algorithm without applying the Nelder-Mead method in the final stage of the
algorithm after 50 iterations. From Figure 2, it can be deduced that the function values of the suggested HBDS
rapidly reduce as the number of iterations expands and
the hybridization between the BA and the pattern search
method can hasten the search and help the algorithm to
get the optimal or close to optimal solution in reasonable
time.
The Nelder-Mead (NM) method is used in the final
stage of the suggested HBDS algorithm in order to speed
the convergence of the suggested algorithm and evade
running the algorithm with more iterations without any
enhancement in the obtained results. The results in Table 5 show the mean evaluation function values of the
suggested HBDS without and with using Nelder-Mead
method, respectively. The stopping criteria mean that the
Table 5: The efficiency of calling the Nelder-Mead method in the
final stage of HBDS for FI1-FI7 integer programming problems.
Function
FI1
FI2
FI3
FI4
FI5
FI6
FI7

HBDS without NM
1800.26
780.13
20,000
410.15
1315.45
250.22
260.15

HBDS with NM
656.56
344.22
1137.48
260.8
1177.12
149.08
222.91
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algorithm reaches to the global minimum of the solution
within an error of 10-4 before the 20,000 function evaluation value, are designated the same for both the algorithms. The best results are outlined in boldface text. In
Table 5, the results show that invoking the Nelder-Mead
method in the final stage can hasten the search and help
the algorithm to get the optimal or near optimal solution
faster than the suggested algorithm without using the
Nelder-Mead method (Table 5).

HBDS and other algorithms
The HBDS algorithm is compared with four benchmark algorithms (namely, particle swarm optimization
and its variants) in order to verify of the efficiency of the
suggested algorithm. Before presenting the comparison
results of all algorithms, a brief description about the
comparative four algorithms [24] is described.
RWMPSOg: RWMPSOg is Random Walk Memetic Particle Swarm Optimization (with global variant),
which incorporates the particle swarm optimization with
random walk as direction exploitation.
RWMPSOl: RWMPSOl is Random Walk Memetic
Particle Swarm Optimization (with local variant), which
incorporates the particle swarm optimization with random walk as direction exploitation.
PSOg: PSOg is standard particle swarm optimization
with global variant without local search method.
PSOl: PSOl is standard particle swarm optimization
with local variant without local search method.
Comparison between RWMPSOg, RWMPSOl,
PSOg, PSOl and HBDS for integer programming problems: In this subsection, the comparison results between
our HBDS algorithm and the other algorithms is given in
order to validate the efficiency of our HBDS algorithm.
The four comparative algorithms are examined on 7
benchmark functions. The results of the comparative algorithms are considered from their original paper [24].
The minimum (min), maximum (max), average (Mean),
standard deviation (St. D) and success rate (% Suc) of the
evaluation function values are outlined over 50 runs in
Table 6. The run is regarded successful if the algorithm
gets to the global minimum of the solution within an error of 10-6 before the 20,000 function evaluation value.
The best results between the comparative algorithms are
outlined in boldface text. The results in Table 6, show
that the suggested HBDS algorithm is successful in all
runs and gets the objective value of each function faster
than the other algorithms in 5 of 7 functions.

HBDS and other meta-heuristics and swarm intelligence algorithms for integer programming problems
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Table 6: Experimental results (min, max, mean, standard deviation and rate of success) of function evaluation for FI1-FI7 test
problems.
Function
FI1

FI2

FI3

FI4

FI5

FI6

FI7

Algorithm
RWMPSOg

Min
17,160

Max
74,699

Mean
27,176.3

St. D
8657

Suc
50

RWMPSOl

24,870

35,265

30,923.9

2405

50

PSOg

14,000

261,100

29,435.3

42,039

34

PSOl

27,400

35,800

31,252

1818

50

HBDS
RWMPSOg

382
252

762
912

712.34
578.5

111.12
136.5

50
50

RWMPSOl

369

1931

773.9

285.5

50

PSOg

400

1000

606.4

119

50

PSOl

450

1470

830.2

206

50

HBDS
RWMPSOg

295
1361

412
41,593

375.35
6490.6

61.45
6913

50
50

RWMPSOl

5003

15,833

9292.6

2444

50

PSOg

2150

187,000

12,681

35,067

50

PSOl

4650

22,650

11,320

3803

50

HBDS
RWMPSOg

815
76

1315
468

1210.12
215

119.48
97.9

50
50

RWMPSOl

73

620

218.7

115.3

50

PSOg

100

620

369.6

113.2

50

PSOl

120

920

390

134.6

50

HBDS
RWMPSOg

258
687

311
2439

275.22
1521.8

13.22
360.7

50
50

RWMPSOl

675

3863

2102.9

689.5

50

PSOg

680

3440

1499

513.1

50

PSOl

800

3880

2472.4

637.5

50

HBDS
RWMPSOg

913
40

1520
238

1212.34
110.9

245.38
48.6

50
50

RWMPSOl

40

235

112

48.7

50

PSOg

80

350

204.8

62

50

PSOl

70

520

256

107.5

50

HBDS
RWMPSOg

140
72

175
620

152.18
242.7

14.25
132.2

50
50

RWMPSOl

70

573

248.9

134.4

50

PSOg

100

660

421.2

134.4

50

PSOl

100

820

466

165

50

HBDS

215

244.15

224.13

14.34

50

The HBDS algorithm is investigated with various meta-heuristics and swarm intelligence algorithms (SI) such
as genetic algorithm (GA) [44], standard particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [8], firefly (FF) [17], cuckoo search
(CS) [16] and grey wolf optimization algorithms (GWO)
[45]. Having fair comparison, the population size is set
20 for all algorithms and the stopping criteria for all algorithm are the same which are the algorithm gets to the
global minimum of the solution within an error of 10-4
before the 20,000 function evaluation value. For the GA
the probability of crossover is set to PC = 0.8, probability
of mutation PM = 0.01 and the roulette wheel selection
is used. For the other SI algorithms, Table 6 the standard
parameter setting for each algorithm is considered. The
average (Avg) and standard deviation (SD) of all algoAli and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

rithms are outlined over 50 runs as shown in Table 7.
It can be concluded from Table 7 that the suggested
algorithm can get the desired optimum values faster than
the other SI algorithm.

HBATDS and the branch and bound method
In order to investigate the power of the HBATDS
algorithm, it is compared with another famous method
which is called branch and bound method (BB) [46-49].
Before discussing the comparative results between the
proposed algorithm and BB method, the BB method and
the main steps of its algorithm are presented.
Branch and bound method: The branch and bound
method (BB) is one of the most widely used method for
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Table 7: HBDS and other meta-heuristics and swarm intelligence algorithms for FI1-FI7 integer programming problems.
Function
FI1

Avg SD

GA
1640.23

PSO
20,000

FF
1617.13

CS
11,880.15

GWO
860.45

HBDS
656.56

FI2

Avg SD

425.18
1140.15

0.00
17,540.17

114.77
834.15

623.41
7176.23

43.66
880.25

88.65
344.22

FI3

Avg SD

345.25
4120.25

1054.56
20,000

146.85
1225.17

637.75
6400.25

61.58
4940.56

43.32
1137.56

FI4

Avg SD

650.21
1020.35

0.00
16,240.36

128.39
476.16

819.94
4920.35

246.89
2840.45

85.61
260.8

FI5

Avg

452.56
1140.75

1484.96
13,120.45

31.29
1315.53

247.19
7540.38

152.35
1620.65

10.39
1177.12

FI6

SD
Avg SD

245.78
1040.45

1711.83
1340.14

113.01
345.71

440.82
4875.35

111.66
3660.25

111.6
149.08

FI7

Avg SD

115.48
1060.75

265.21
1220.46

35.52
675.48

865.11
3660.45

431.25
1120.15

8.21
222.91

154.89

177.19

36.36

383.23

167.54

11.19

solving optimization problems. The main idea of BB
method is the feasible region of the problem is subsequently partitioned into several sub regions, this operation is called branching. The lower and upper bounds
value of the function can be determined over these partitions, this operation is called bounding. The main steps
of BB method are reported in Algorithm 6, and the BB
algorithm can be summarized in the following steps.
Step 1: The algorithm starts with a relaxed feasible
region M0 ⊃ S, where S is the feasible region of the problem. This feasible region M0 is partitioned into finitely
many subsets Mi.
Step 2: For each subset Mi, the lower bound β and the
upper bound α have been determined, where β(Mi) ≤ inf
f (Mi ⋂ S) ≤ α(Mi), f is the objective function.
Algorithm 6: The branch and bound algorithm
1. Set the feasible region M0, M0 ⊃ S.
2. Set i = 0
3. repeat

4. Set i = i + 1
Mi.

5. Partition the feasible region M0 into many subsets

6. For each subset Mi, determine lower bound β,
where β = min β(Mi).
7. For each subset Mi, determine upper bound α,
where α = min α(Mi).
8. if (α = β) || (α - β ≤ ) then
9. Stop
10. else
11. Select some of the subset Mi and partition them
12. end if
Ali and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

13. Determine new bound on the new partition elements.
14. until (i ≤ m)
Step 3: The algorithm is terminated, if the bounds are
equal or very close, i.e. α = β (or α - β ≤ ∊) ∊, is a predefined positive constant.

Step 4: Otherwise, if the bounds are not equal or very
close, some of the subsets Mi are selected and partitioned
in order to obtain a more refined partition of M0.
Step 5: The procedure is repeated until termination
criteria are satisfied.
Comparison between BB method and HBATDS
algorithm for integer programming problems: In this
subsection, the HBATDS algorithm is tested with the BB
method. The results of the BB method are taken from its
original paper [?]. In [?], the BB algorithm transforms
the initial integer problem programming problem to a
continuous problem. For the bounding, the BB uses the
sequential quadratic programming method to solve the
generated sub problems, while for branching, BB uses
depth first traversal with backtracking. In Table 8, the
comparative results between the BB method and the
proposed algorithm are reported. In Table 8, the average
(Mean), standard deviation (St. D) and rate of success
(Suc) are reported after 30 runs. The best mean evaluation values between the two algorithms are marked in
boldface. The results in Table 8 show that the proposed
algorithm results are better than the results of the BB
method, however the BB method is better than the proposed algorithm in function FI2. The overall results in
Table 8 and Figure 3 show that the proposed algorithm is
faster and more efficient than the BB method.
It can be concluded from the two comparison tests
between the proposed HBATDS algorithm and the 5
benchmark algorithms, that the proposed HBATDS alISSN: 2643-6000 | • Page 56 •
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Figure 3: The comparison results (function evaluation values) between HBATDS algorithm and BB method for integer programming problems.

gorithm is a promising algorithm and can obtain the optimal or near optimal function values for most of the test
functions (Table 8).

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a new hybrid algorithm is suggested
by incorporating the bat algorithm with direct search
methods to solve integer programming problems. The
suggested algorithm is named hybrid bat direct search
Ali and Tawhid. Trends Artif Intell 2018, 2(1):46-59

algorithm (HBDS). In the suggested algorithm, The performance of the classic BA is accelerated by invoking the
pattern search method as a local search method and the
Nelder-Mead method in the final stage of the algorithm.
The HBDS algorithm is intensely tested on 7 integer programming problems. The suggested algorithm is compared with other 10 algorithms to test its performance
for integer programming problems. The numerical results illustrate that the suggested HBDS algorithm is a
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Table 8: Experimental results (mean, standard deviation and rate of success) of function evaluation between BB method and
HBATDS algorithm for FI1- FI7 test problems.
Function
FI1

FI2

FI3

FI4

FI5

FI6

FI7

Algorithm

Optimal
0.00

Mean

St. D

Suc

BB

1167.83

659.8

30

HBATDS

663.097

47.13

30

139.7

102.6

30

345.64

15.75

30

4185.5

32.8

30

1150.67

36.71

30

316.9

125.4

30

265.24

4.93

30

2754

1030.1

30

1264.54

49.14

30

211

15

30

147.77

4.45

30

358.6

14.7

30

215.48

5.14

30

0.00
BB HBATDS
-737
BB HBATDS
0.00
BB HBATDS
0.00
BB HBATDS
-6
BB HBATDS
-3833.12
BB HBATDS

potential algorithm and suitable to find a global optimal
solution or close optimal solution in reasonable time.
Our work in this paper motivates us to work on the proposed algorithm to solve various optimization problems
such as large scale and molecular energy function [7], other
combinatorial problems, MIPLIB instances, large scale integer programming and minimax problems, and constrained
optimization and engineering problems [50].
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